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Here we are, ten months from the horrific 
bushfires of Summer 2020 and we are now 
in full swing planning and preparing for this 
upcoming bushfire season.  

With higher than average 
temperatures expected again this Spring 
and Summer, we all need to do whatever 
we can to prepare ourselves and our 
communities to avoid the devastation 
caused by last Summer’s bushfires. 
Something none of us hope to ever 
experience again.

The CFS Foundation was able to provide 
immediate financial assistance to our CFS 
volunteers who suffered injury or loss while 
battling these bushfires due to the 
generosity of companies, 
individuals and the community as a whole.

It is vitally important that the CFS 
Foundation can continue to provide 
support and financial assistance to our 
CFS volunteers in their time of need and 
your ongoing assistance would be greatly 
appreciated.

November 2020  
NEWSLETTER

Friday December 20, 2019 was a day of widespread catastrophic 
conditions.  Strong winds lashed the Adelaide Hills. A tree branch fell 
onto power lines near Cudlee Creek.  The electrical connection broke 
and caused a spark which started one of one of the largest fires to tear 
through the Hills in recent years. More than 2,000 CFS volunteers 
responded to the call with crews from across the state rushing to 
multiple fire fronts.

Many firefighters were treated for injuries across the fire ground due to 
the ferocity of the fire and it was soon confirmed that, tragically, a 
resident had succumbed to injuries and died.

Although 85 homes in the Adelaide Hills were lost, our CFS volunteers 
successfully saved hundreds of more homes as the fire consumed over 
23,000 hectares.  It’s important to recognise that the losses in 2019/20 
would have been far greater if not for the dedication and courage of our 
wonderful volunteers.

Our CFS volunteers are on call, 24 hours a day, every day of the year, 
ready to protect our community.
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As another bushfire season commences, we are grateful for the 14,000 CFS volunteers 
stationed throughout our state who are ‘ready’ to protect our community should the 

worst happen.  Let’s lend them our support.

HUNDREDS OF HOMES SAVED IN THE ADELAIDE HILLS

Our Major Sponsors
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RURAL THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA ROLLOUT
Thank you to one of our major sponsors, ElectraNet, who provided SMALL 
EQUIPMENT GRANTS to the Foundation enabling the purchase of Thermal 
Imaging Cameras for eight brigades this year.
The cameras are specially designed for firefighting applications and are 
capable of detecting missing people and alerting crews to hidden fire  
dangers.  They help our firefighters find their way through thick smoke, 
assess situations with confidence and expedite decisions by detecting 
hidden hot spots which prevent spot fires.
These vital pieces of equipment were distributed to the following 
brigades: Wisanger on Kangaroo Island, Para Reserve in Salisbury, 
Coonalpyn, Iron Knob, North Shields & Elliston on the West Coast and 
Hynam & Kybybolite near Naracoorte.

KEELTY REVIEW INTO 2019/20 BUSHFIRE SEASON
The State Government has released the full Independent Review into 
the 2019/20 South Australian Bushfire season along with a $20.3 
million action plan for delivering on the recommendations made in 
the report.
The review found that across the emergency services sector, the 
response was remarkable considering the conditions faced were the 
worst on record.
It made 15 recommendations including the need for investment in:
•      Enhanced technology like Automatic Vehicle Location   
        (AVL) systems
•      Burnover protecion systems and new trucks, 
•      A single source of truth and information for community 
        and stakeholders.
In response, the State Government has committed $20.3 million for 
new trucks and equipment for volunteers, better protection for our 
critical assets, enhanced communications and technology and  
improved information before and during bushfires.
A further $16.7 million in federal and state funding will be 
invested over five years for the South Australian Disaster Risk 
Reduction Grants Program.  The South Australian Metropolitan Fire 
Service will also  
receive $11.5 million for new urban appliances taking the total 
package for the SA emergency services to $48.5 million.

Once you have provided for your loved ones, you may wish to consider 
including the CFS Foundation in your estate.
A bequest can make a real difference to the CFS volunteers and their
families who have suffered through death, injury, loss or damage of their 
own property whilst in the line of service.
Gifts and donations will ensure the CFS Foundation can continue to 
provide a range of support to volunteers and their families when they 
need it most. 
Supporters interested in leaving a legacy to the CFS Foundation can 
request a copy of our special bequest booklet by emailing 

admin@cfsfoundation.org.au 

Show your support by donating to the CFS Foundation – we are here to 
care for our CFS volunteers when they need help!

DONATE NOW!  
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